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ABSTRACT 
 

Understanding human emotion means communicating with our fellow humans on a deeper level. 
Unfortunately, understanding human emotion is not as easy as it sounds. As humans, we express our 
emotions in different ways, be it using our tone of speech, words of choosing, or facial expressions. To just 
pick one over the many ways we express emotion and draw a conclusion would mean that we lose out on 
information causing us to arrive at the wrong conclusion. This research shows that fusing two modalities, 
text and speech, with a stacking ensemble method, shows leap and bounds improvements in its accuracy 
when compared to the unimodal approach. Tested on the IEMOCAP dataset with a 4 emotions subset of 
anger, happy, sad, and neutral, the text model of BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from 
Transformer) managed to achieve an accuracy score of 65.4%, and the audio model of CNN (Convolutional 
Neural Network) + Bi-LSTM (Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory) with the implementation of LFLB 
(Local Feature Learning Block) managed to achieve an accuracy score of 60.6%. These results were then 
combined into one with a stacking ensemble method and achieved an accuracy of 75.181%. 

Keywords: Audio Processing, Deep Learning, Ensemble Technique, Emotion Recognition, Natural 
Language Processing 

 
1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Emotion has been a rather abstract concept 
for a long time, with many able practitioners 
classifying the elicited emotions into their 
understanding of the concept such as Ekman’s six 
basic emotions and Parrot’s six basic emotions. 
Abstract as it may be, to understand emotion means 
to communicate with our fellow humans on a 
deeper level than we already are, thus we can infer 
their needs and the actual meaning of their words 
and not just take them at face value. The study that 
teaches machines to recognize the humans’ elicited 
emotion is called Emotion Recognition, and these 
systems can help in many different aspects of life, 
such as depression detection [1], gaining insights 
into the citizens’ point of view during an election 
[2], and even detecting stress during an emergency 
call to help determine the legitimacy of the call [3]. 

But teaching machines so that the machine 
can recognize emotion is not that easy. Humans 
express their emotions in a lot of different ways, 
the words they chose, the volume of their voice, 
and the facial expression that they are expressing. 

To make a better system, we can make use of these 
channels that humans use to express their emotions 
and make a multimodal system rather than just use 
one of the channels, be it text, audio, or facial 
expression. A search on Google Scholar yields 
results as shown in Figure 1 with the query being 
“emotion recognition” concatenated with each 

Figure 1:  Search Result on Google Scholar Using the 
Corresponding keywords 
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keyword shown in the figure. It shows that bimodal 
emotion recognition results in the least number of 
results even though results show that the bimodal 
model achieves a better result than that of unimodal 
models [4][5]. 

This research will present a new bimodal 
system that makes use of BERT as its text model, 
and a combination of CNN and Bi-LSTM with the 
implementation of LFLB for its audio model.  
Then, these individual models will be fused into 
one bimodal model with the help of the stacking 
ensemble technique. The research’s main 
contribution is the audio model that implements the 
LFLB technique with an improvement Bi-LSTM as 
opposed to the older LSTM, and the usage of 
stacking ensemble, an ensemble technique that has 
never been used in this field of study before. The 
designed architecture is then trained and tuned with 
5-fold cross-validation and managed to achieve a 
text recognition accuracy of 65.4%, audio 
recognition accuracy of 60.6%, and an ensemble 
accuracy of 75.181%. 

 

2. RECENT WORK 
 

A study on the field of audio emotion 
recognition was done by the use of a CNN-LSTM 
network that implemented a novel technique that 
they called Local Feature Learning Block or LFLB 
for short [6]. Their experiment begins by 
preprocessing the raw audio file into computer-
readable features, in this case, they have chosen 
mel spectrogram as their feature, as it carries the 
information needed to make the deduction. As Mel 
spectrogram is a feature that can be represented in 
the form of an image, CNN will be able to work at 
its best to help learn the local dependencies 
between each pixel, whereas the LSTM network 
will then be used to help learn the long-term 
dependencies in the image. This method yields a 
result of 52.14% on the IEMOCAP (Interactive 
Emotional dyadic Motion Capture Database) 
dataset [7]. 

 
In the field of textual emotion recognition, 

a transfer learning model that goes by the name 
BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations of 
Transformers), was released in 2018 [8]. It is a new 

transformer-based model that the Google Brain 
team developed upon the transformer encoder-
decoder architecture. It is a modified version of the 
transformer architecture [9], that works on the idea 
of rather than having an encoder-decoder 
architecture, it ditches the decoder and stacks 
twelve of the encoder upon each other and 
implemented a self-attention mechanism to help 
gather up the contextual information needed. It 
outperforms all the specifically tailored solutions 
for each NLP task on the GLUE benchmark [10] as 
a generalized solution that only needs to be fine-
tuned in the targeted downstream. 
 

Ensemble methods are statistical and 
computational learning procedures reminiscent of 
the human social learning behavior of seeking 
several opinions before making any crucial 
decisions [11]. Signals from different modalities 
often carry complementary information about 
different aspects of an object, event, or activity of 
interest [12]. From this data, we can surmise that 
different modalities can carry different 
information, such as speech will carry with it the 
intonation of its speaker and video will carry the 
speaker’s facial expression. By fusing these 
different modalities, we can create a model that is 
better at predicting the answer to a question when 
compared to single modality models. This fusing of 
the modality can be achieved through means of 
ensemble methods. 

 
Stacked generalization [13] is an 

ensemble of a diverse group of models that 
introduces the concept of a meta-learner. The meta-
learner is a higher-level model that will learn the 
features that are predicted from lower-level 
models. The step for implementing this technique 
are as follows: 1). Split the dataset into training and 
testing sets. 2). Train the low-level learner on the 
training set. 3). Use the predictions generated by 
the low-level learner to train the meta-learner. 
Figure 2 depicts the general flow of the stacking 
ensemble technique. In the figure presented below, 
there are many models used that are trained with 
the new data. Then, these models will output their 
predictions that will be used to train the meta-
learner. Finally, the meta-learner will generate its 
final prediction based on its training. 
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Moving over to the fields of bimodal 

recognition, the IEmoNET model was released in 
2019 [5]. IEmoNet is a very flexible system that is 
divided into 5 parts, which is: pre-processing, ASR 
system, TER system, SER system, and 
classification. These 5 systems can be optimized 
individually without dependencies on the other 
system. It is a model that made use of the 
IEMOCAP dataset and is trained on two 
modalities, text, and audio. It uses the BERT model 
and also a CNN-LSTM architecture to train their 
respective text and audio model. For the audio 
model, it made use of the ISO9 feature set [14]and 
it does not implement the LFLB technique 
mentioned earlier. They then combine the two 
results and get a result of 73.5%. 

Other than IEmoNet, a model called 
STSER was released in 2020 [15]. The model also 
uses text and audio features for its features and is 
also tested on the IEMOCAP dataset. A smodel 
will be representing the speech information that 
will be used later. It takes advantage of CNN, Bi-
LSTM, and the attention mechanism in general. A 
tmodel that represents the textual feature is created 
using ALBERT (A Lite BERT). In the end, the 
models will be fused using a multi-scale fusion 
strategy and average ensemble technique to 
improve overall accuracy. This model is tested on 
the IEMOCAP dataset and has outperformed the 
previously mentioned IEmoNet on the unweighted 
accuracy score, with a score of 72.05%. 

From the review that has been done, we 
can now articulate a problem statement as follows: 
What needs to be done to improve the overall 
accuracy of the dual-modality model? This 
research will aim to answer the said question by 
implementing a stacked generalization method for 
the ensemble model, as opposed to the more 
traditional average or voting, and by improving the 
unimodal model accuracy itself. 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1 Data Gathering 

While there are many datasets available 
for use of emotion recognition, there are not many 
that have good quality. After some review, the 
dataset was narrowed down to two: the RAVDESS 
emotional dataset [16] and the IEMOCAP dataset 
[7]. In the end, the IEMOCAP dataset was chosen 
for its robustness, abundance amount of research 
done with it, and also the fact that the IEMOCAP 
dataset is a semi-natural database, as opposed to 
the RAVDESS simulated database. With the 
research focusing on creating a bimodal text and 
audio model, the RAVDESS dataset cannot be 
used for its simulated nature, in which an actor or 
actress acts out a certain scenario in which the 
emotion elicited was given to them beforehand. 
Not only that, the RAVDESS dataset only uses one 
sentence for all emotions elicited, whereas the 
IEMOCAP dataset is an acted-out scenario that is 
divided into a scripted scenario and an improvised 
scenario. Another factor is the robustness and 
number of research that has been done with the 
IEMOCAP dataset [17][18][19]. 

 
3.2 Dataset 

The chosen IEMOCAP dataset is a semi-
natural dataset, this means that this dataset is 
comprised of acted scenarios where the actors are  

 
not given a script that is down to every 

word, but a scenario of how the scene should go. It 
has over 12 hours of emotional audio dialogues 
which are acted by 10 professional actors, 5 being 
male and the other half female. The data are split 
into two types of dialogue which is categorized to 
improvised and scripted. For the improvised 
dialogues, the actors are asked to improvise from a 
hypothetical scenario that has been designed to 
elicit different emotions. The actors were given 
scripts with clear emotional content to read for the 
scripted category.

Figure 2: Stacking Ensemble 
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The acted dialogues were then evaluated 

by a group of evaluators using the 6-basic emotion 
plus frustration, excited, and neutral on an 
utterance level (a sentence or a word spoken by the 
actors on each turn). Each utterance is evaluated by 
three evaluators, these evaluations were then used 
to determine the ground truth of an utterance. An 
evaluation is accepted as ground truth only if a 
minimum of two evaluators agreed on the emotion 
elicited in the utterance. 

 
Figure 3 depicts the example of labelled 

data from the IEMOCAP dataset. The 
START_TIME – END_TIME depicts the start time 
and end time of the utterance on a single audio file. 
The TURN_NAME denotes the current speaker 
utterance on the specified timeframe on a single 
audio file. The emotion denotes the agreed-upon 
emotion that has a minimum of two evaluators 
agreeing on a single emotion. The last V, A, and D 
denotes the valence, activation, and dominance 
which will not be used in this research. 
 
3.3 Data Pre-Processing 

For the text dataset, the first step is getting 
the total number of data that is available for us in 
the IEMOCAP dataset. After the total data is 
obtained, the discrepancy in the data distribution 
becomes visible. The discrepancy is shown in 
Error! Reference source not found.. It is 
visible from the data distribution that there is a data 
discrepancy between the available data, such as 
neutral with 1708 data, and fearful which is only a 
meager 40 total data. To handle the data 
discrepancy, previous research that also used the 
IEMOCAP dataset and classifies the emotion into 
four classes, Angry, Happy, Sad, and Neutral, with 
the happy class being the merged result of the 
happy and excited class, was followed [5][15]. The 
total data following the process tallies to 5,531.  

 
Figure 3: IEMOCAP Sample Data 
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For the text dataset, we applied a 

lowercase to all text and removed all the special 
characters in the hope that the model will not be 
learning any of these as an emotion distinguishing 
feature. Then we will use the BERT tokenizer to 
change the sentences to something that the model 
understands. 

 
For the audio file, a normalization will be 

done. Since the audio data have different duration, 
we will need to normalize them to get cleaner data 
that will not confuse our model when we use it to 
train and test. The audio file will firstly be padded 
or truncated until the file is 8 seconds long. If it is 
longer than 8 seconds, it will be stopped at 8 
seconds, but if it is less than 8 seconds, the file will 
be padded with silent audio. The example of a 
truncated file is shown in Figure 6 and the example 

of the padded file is shown in Figure 7. 
 
 
Then, the data will be converted to a mel-

spectrogram with the help of the Python librosa 
library [20]. Parameters used for the conversion 
will be following previous research on the same 
SER field with the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 

window set to 2.048 along with the hop length to 
512 and Mel frequency bin to 128 [6]. The 
resulting mel-spectrogram is shown in Figure 5.

 
 

3.4 Modeling 
This research proposes a bimodal model 

for audio and textual emotion recognition, with the 
architecture presented in Error! Reference 
source not found.. The BERT model that is 
already available in Tensorflow Hub will be used 
as the Text Emotion Recognition model and 
modified by adding a drop-out layer to avoid 
overfitting. For the Speech Emotion Recognition, 
we will be using the model that was proposed by 
Zhao [6] and improves it by using Bidirectional 
LSTM [21], rather than just LSTM. This is done in 
the hope that the model will be able to predict 
better after they learn left-to-right dependencies 
and right-to-left dependencies.  

 
 
The proposed model is presented in Table 

1. 4 LFLBs stacked upon each other will be used, 
with the first LFLB kernel size and stride being 2 x 

2, and the rest being 4 x 4. For the 
ensemble model, an implementation of the 

stacking ensemble technique will be used. The 
technique will allow us to stack the prediction 
result of the text architecture and the audio 
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Figure 4: IEMOCAP Dataset Emotion Distribution 

Figure 6: Truncated Audio File 

Figure 7: Padded Audio File 

Figure 5: Mel-Spectrogram 

Figure 8: Proposed Architecture 
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architecture into one result, and the result will be 
used to train our chosen ensemble model, which in 
this case is a multi-layer perceptron. A multi-layer 
perceptron is chosen because 
there is no need for a 
complex model, as the 
resulting dataset itself is not that complex.  

 
 
4. EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS 
 

The experiment will begin by splitting the 
data to get the training set and the validation set for 
both the unimodal and the bimodal model. The data 
splitting will follow the scenario shown in Figure 
9. All experiments are done with a 5-fold 
validation to ensure stability, with the total 5,531 
data broken down to 85% for the unimodal dataset, 
and 15% for the bimodal dataset. Then, the 85% 
unimodal dataset is further broken down to an  

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

80:20 ratio for training and testing 
purposes. Since we will be using the result of the 
unimodal prediction with its test dataset, there will 
be no further need to break down the bimodal 
dataset. 

 
The experiment was conducted several 

times with different settings used for each 
experiment to find the most optimal settings for the 
architecture. The result for the unimodal textual 5-
fold evaluation is presented in the below table, with 
its comparison against other research.  

 
 
From the result shown in Table 2, it is 

Layer Kernel Size Stride  

Conv2D 3 x 3 1 x 1 

LFLB x 4 

BatchNormalization 
- 

Activation 

MaxPooling2D 
2 x 2 for first 

4 x 4 for the rest 

2 x 2 for first 

4 x 4 for the rest 

BidirectionalLSTM 
- 

 

Dense  

Figure 9: Data Splitting Scenario 

Table 1: CNN and Bi-LSTM Architecture 
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visible that the text model proposed in this paper 
does not have the best results when compared to 
the state-of-the-art model that was reviewed.  This 
is fine because this research intends to leverage the 
stacking ensemble method to increase the final 
overall accuracy of the model during its bimodal 
experiment. 

 
Table 2: Text Model Comparison 

 
he result of the experiment for the 5-fold 

validation of the audio model is presented in  
 below along with its comparison against other 

research. This time, it is visible that our model is 
one of the best performing out of all the model that 
was compared, this is due to the implementation of 
LFLB along with Bi-LSTM to give the model more 
context. The experiment was implemented with an 
early stopping with 8 as its patience because of 
LSTM’s deep learning nature that may take many 
epochs to get to its best performance. The resulting 
model managed to go toe to toe with some of the 
best results that existing research proposes, and 
even beat them.  

Table 3: Audio Model Comparison 
 

 
With both the best performing unimodal 

model chosen, test data was fed into it and the 
resulting prediction data are stacked and used to 
train the bimodal model which is just a logistic 
regression model. The resulting 5-fold validation of 
the model with its training data is 74.072% with a 
standard deviation of 1.040%. The model was then 
tested with the pre-separated data and yielded a 
result of 75.181%.

 The resulting confusion is presented in 
Figure 10. The matrix shows that our model is best 
at predicting the neutral emotion with the highest 
number of true positive and is weakest when 
predicting both the sad and the angry emotions. 

 

To dive even further into the result, a 
comparison of the recall, precision, and F1 scores 
is presented in Figure 11 below. Here, the angry 
class continues its trend of being the class with the 
highest recall, as the audio model has angry as its 
highest recall class, and the text model has angry 
class recall as the second highest. The neutral class 
having the lowest numbers out of all the four 
classes follows the research that states that the 
neutral class is located right in the center of 
activation-valence space, further complicating its 
discrimination from other classes [24]. 

 

Model Accuracy 

Proposed Text Model 65.4% 

IEmoNet – BERT [5] 70.9% 

IEmoNet – XLNet [5] 69.4% 

MDREA - TRE [22] 63.5% 

LSTM [23] 64.8% 

Model Accuracy 

Proposed Audio Model 60.6% 

MDREA - ARE [22] 54.6% 

BiLSTM-64attDim [5] 60.00% 

BiLSTM-128attDim [5] 60.8% 

STSER – Audio [15] 53.35% 

Model Accuracy 

Proposed Audio Model 60.6% 

MDREA - ARE [22] 54.6% 

BiLSTM-64attDim [5] 60.00% 

BiLSTM-128attDim [5] 60.8% 

STSER – Audio [15] 53.35% 

Figure 10: Bimodal Model Confusion Matrix 
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Comparisons between the proposed model 
and its other bimodal counterpart are also presented 
in Table 4 below. Many components differentiate 
the experiments in the table below, such as data 
splitting, unimodal models used, and the feature set 
that is used by the audio model. Even though the 
individual unimodal models have lower accuracy 
our proposed model achieved an overall better 
score in terms of its bimodal performance. But the 
edge that the proposed model has when compared 
to other models is the stacking ensemble technique 
implemented, as it combines the result of both 
unimodal models and stacks it to make cohesive 
data, rather than just using whichever is higher. 

 
Table 4: Bimodal Model Comparison 

 
Model Accuracy 

Proposed Bimodal 

Model 

75.181% 

IEmoNet[5] 73.5% 

STSER[15] 72.05% 

MDREA [22] 71.8% 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

Albeit emotion recognition is not an easy task, 
improvement in this field will greatly improve and 
push human-computer interaction for the better. 
This research shows that just by changing up the 
ensemble method, we can see great improvement 
in the bimodal model. The model in this research 
managed to achieve an accuracy score of 75.181% 
which surpasses that of IEmoNet’s 73.5%, 
STSER’s 72.05%, and MDREA’s 71.8%. 

 
This research was done with limitation on 

device computing power, as this research only 
makes use of the Google Colab free feature. It is 
also done under the assumption that using the same 
dataset (i.e., IEMOCAP) to train both models will 
make the model more robust, rather than using a 
different dataset to train each modality. 

 
As the field of emotion detection is still a 

very fresh topic, there are many possible ways to 
continue this research, such as the implementation 
of better unimodal models, for example, XLNet for 
the unimodal text. Not only that, but an 
implementation of a better ensemble technique 
may also show leaps and bound improvement in 
the model’s accuracy as shown in this research. 

 
Another thing to implement may be the 

third modality, the facial expression elicited during 

64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78 80 82 84

Angry

Happy

Sad

Neutral

Bimodal Model Metrics

F1-Score Recall Precision

Figure 11: Bimodal Model Metric After Tested on Testing Dataset 
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the moment of utterance. With it, the multimodal 
model will be more robust and be better at 
predicting the elicited emotion classes. 
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